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Recently, several classes of translation planes of order q2 have been 
found which admit a collineation group of order q(q - 1). 
In particular, Narayana Rao and Satyanarayana [3] discuss an 
apparently new class of translation planes of order 52r, Y odd, which admit 
a collineation group of order 5’(5’ - 1) which has orbit lengths on the line 
at infinity of 1, 1, 5’- 1, and 52’ - 5’. 
Also, Cohen and Ganley [ 1 ] generally study translation planes of order 
q2 which admit a collineation group of order q(q - 1) with group orbit 
structure 1, 1, q - 1, q2 - q on the line at infinity. Further, Cohen and 
Ganley give three classes of potentially new translation planes. 
In this note, we show that the planes of Narayana Rao and 
Satyanarayana and one of the classes of Cohen and Ganley may be 
obtained by the derivation of the Walker planes. 
(1.1) The Walker Planes. By the results of Fink, Johnson, and Wilke 
[2], the Walker planes rr may be described as follows: 
Let K 2 GF( p’), where p and r are odd. Let V4 denote a four-dimensional 
vector space over K. Points of TX are vectors of V4 and components of 71 are 
as follows: 
{(~,~,x~,x~)Ix~,.~~~K) and {(x1,x 2, (x,, .x2) MIX,, .~,EK} 
and 
M= 
u-a’, --+a’ 1 for a, UEK. a, u 
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That is, x = 0 and 
[ 
u - a*, 1 3 
y=x 
-p 
for all a, u E K 
a, u 1 
and x, y 2-vectors is a spread of V4 which represents the Walker planes. 
Note that x=0, y=x[;1 E] f or a 11 u E K defines a derivable net in 7~. 
(1.2) The Planes of Narayana Rao and Satyanarayana. Take a 4-space 
over GF(5’) for r odd. Then the following is a spread: 
x = co, 
a 0 
Y=x o a 3 1 1 a E GF(5’) and b y=x f(aflb), 1 g(a, b) ’ 
where a, bEGF(5’) and f(a, b)=4a2b-‘+3ab-‘+2bp3, g(a, b)= 
4a+ 36-l. 
(1.3) A Class of Planes of Cohen and Ganley. We may write a spread as 
follows (see Theorem (7.1) [3], with v= -$ U= 1, s=q-2, q=pr): 
for all CI, /3 E GF(p’), p and r odd and x, y are 2-vectors over GF(p’). 
(1.4) The General Form of a Derived Spread in Dimension 2. Let C 
denote a plane whose spread is represented in the form x = 0, y = x[;r II], 
y = x[; i] for all UE GF(p’) and for various values u, 6, f, ge GF(p’) 
where x, y are 2-vectors. Then x = 0, y = x[;; &] defines a derivable net A’“. 
Replace JV by its opposite regulus to obtain the plane c. Choose coor- 
dinates for C as follows: 
If (x ,> -x2, x3, x4) represents a vector on a component of ,Z, then (x,, x2, 
x3, x4) represents the vector in E. Hence, the component y = x[;: i] in C is 
represented in 2 as 
y=x 
-abk’, f-ab-‘g 
b-l, 1 b6’g ’ 
Proof: (x,, x2, x,a+x,b, x,f+x2g) in C is (x,, x,a+x,b, x2, 
x,f+x,g) in 1. Then letting x1=X,, x,a+x,b=~,, 
x2=(iz--XLa)bp’ and x,f + x2g 
=.Y,f+(X2-.Y,a)b~‘g. 
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So we may, in this case, consider derivation of y = x[;; E] and y = x[;: i] 
as 
(1.5) THEOREM. The transposed planes of Narayana Rao and 
Satyanarayana are derived from the Walker planes of characteristic 5. 
Proof First transpose the spread of (1.2). To obtain x = 0, y = x[;; II] 
and y=x[;: flqb) gCa, bJ] for all a, b, u E GF(5’). Now apply (1.4) so that we have 
-ab-‘, f(a, b)-ab-‘g(a, 6) 
y=x 
b-l, b-‘g(a, 6) 1 ’ 
Since f(a,b)-ab~1g(a,b)=4azb-‘+3ab-2+2b-3-ab~’(4a+3b~1)= 
2bp3, we obtain 
-abF’, 2b-3 
y=x 
b@‘, 4ab&’ + 3b-2 I 
in the derived plane. Let 4ab -’ + 36 -’ = u so that - ab ~ ’ = u - 36 p2. 
Thus, the matrices have the form [“;-I. 3bm2. *“,-‘I. Letting b-’ = a we obtain 
the spread y = x[~-$‘*. *,“’ ] for all u, aEGF(5’), x=0 (note y=x[;; H] is a 
component of the derived plane for all u E GI;( 57. 
Now change bases by the transition 
3 
-1 I 1 -1 . 3 
Then 
[i -i] [“-a~a2’ ‘f] [-i i] 
[ 3u-4a2, a3 = - a, -J-ii iI 
-3u+4a2, 3a3 -3u-a2, 3a3 
= 
[ a, -3u = a, I[ I -3u . 
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Since 3 = - f in characteristic 5 we obtain, letting - 324 = v, the components 
are 
v - a’, -1 2 
y=x 3a 1 ) x=0 for all a, V u, a E GF( 5’). 
This proves Theorem (1.5). 
It also turns out to be true that the transposed spread of (1.2) is 
isomorphic to the spread of (1.2) as the transpose of the Walker spread is 
equivalent to the spread of (1.3) ( see Fink-Johnson-Wilke [2], Section 5). 
( 1.6) THEOREM. The class of planes of ( 1.3) of Cohen and Ganley may be 
deriaed from the Walker planes. 
Proof: From (1.3), apply (1.4) to obtain 
Let u=cr-*--/I-’ and a= c1-l to obtain [“;p’. -(ri3)u’] (again recall 
y= x[; z] becomes a component of the derived plane). Hence, Theorem 
(1.6) is proved. 
Note added in proof: There are some additional constructions due to 0. Barriga, “On the 
Planes of Narayana Rao and Satyanarayana,” and Y. Hiramine, “A Generalization of Hall 
Quasilields.” Various of these constructions may be interpreted as derivations from the 
Walker planes. 
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